Year 6: Spring Term

English
•
•

•
•

Understanding poetry – reading a
range of poems with a message and
writing their own pieces
Argument and Discussion texts –
debating issues and writing a
balanced discussion text
Reading comprehension – analysing
authorial intent
Longer narrative writing.

Exploring Europe

Mrs Button, Miss Dawes, Miss Hill & Mrs Simpson

Working Scientifically Focus:

•

Identifying evidence to support ideas
Recording data in different ways
Answering questions using evidence
(conclusions)
Reporting of findings in different ways

•
•

Understanding light travels in straight
lines and how we need it to see
Exploring reflection and shadows
Classifying plants and animals by
observable characteristics, similarities
and differences

R.E.

Computing
•
•
•

•

We are web developers
We are researchers
We are interfacers

Light and Classification
•

• Fluency – Fluent in Five
Power Maths:
• Decimals
• Percentages
• Algebra
• Measure
• Ratio and proportion

We are really looking forward to another busy term of
exciting learning! The children will keep practising their
Ollie Organisation and Colin Communication skills, whilst
learning about Rosie and Izzy: we can’t wait to see how
the children rise to the challenges ahead!

Science
•
•
•

Mathematics

Message from Year 6

Exploring and comparing life journeys
(rites of passage) from different
religions around the world.

Music
Humanities (History and Geography)
•
•

Europe – exploring the countries, capitals, human and
physical features of this continent.
Exploring what a geographer is and the skills involved
when studying geography.

•

•

Using accuracy, fluency, control and
expression when playing tuned
instruments solo and in groups
Use musical notation when composing

Art and Design Technology
SMSC/P.S.H.E.
•

Using Resilience and Initiative
Our values are;
Aspiration and Creativity

•

P.E.
•
•

Gymnastics, Football, Fitness, Orienteering
We will continue to do our main PE sessions on
Mondays and Fridays.

•
•
•

Understanding the style of European
artists
Starry night artwork (oil pastels)
Making Welsh Rarebit
Constructing a landmark with a moving
mechanism

